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Abstract— Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is a major threat to Internet services. We propose a scheduling scheme in a combined input-crosspoint buffered switch to mitigate the DDoS attacks in this paper. The proposed scheduling scheme allows legitimate traffic to pass with high priority and suspected attack traffic to pass however with low priority. By controls the service priority of suspected attack traffic, the method can reduce the damage DDoS attack has on the targeted end hosts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack [1] is one of the major threats to Internet services because the legitimate packets are bombarded with high volume of fictitious and malicious packets originated from a large number of computers. The DDoS problem has become an attractive issue for the research community. Moreover, the DDoS attacks exist some different patterns, as the follows:

1) Smurf Attack [2]: The attacker pretends the source to be the attacked IP to send a broadcast address, those receiving this packet in a broadcast area will send reply packets to the attacked host, victim host cannot respond to these packets within a short period of time and was paralyzed.

2) SYN Flood [3]: The fake IP sends SYN request to the target. The attacked target will respond an ACK+SYN. The host of real IP which was no request and not respond. The victim host receives no response, which will repeat this process three-five times and wait for a SYN Time (generally 30 seconds to 2 minutes), and then finish connection.

3) UDP Flood: UDP Flood: A lot of UDP packets are sent to the victim server of specific service uninterruptedly, such as DNS and media servers. Such attacks will result in a lot of UDP packets flowing in the backbone of network and paralyzes the entire network.

4) Fast Adaptive Attack(FAA): Such DDoS attacks are hard to prevent, a sophisticated attacker will try to produce packets periodically to test the condition of defense system, if any packet has broken into the intrusion detection system successfully, the attacker will send the same packet repeatedly to attack.

Therefore, to detect and prevent the DDoS attack packets, a number of methods have been proposed. Some of these proposed methods use traceback protocols to detect the DDoS attacks. [5][6][7][17] The another methods use limited statistical traffic profiling at the edge of the networks to stop DDoS attacks, i.e., the ingress routers [8]. The rest of proposed methods use advertise limited support of statistics-based adaptive filtering techniques to filter DDoS attack packet [9][10]. However, most of the proposed methods do not fully filter the suspected attack traffic or automate traffic differentiation. Instead, they use a set of binary filter rules to the network administrator to be installed in their routers or firewalls [11][12]. It was very hard to prevent DDoS in networks.

Therefore, one question arises: is it possible to mitigate suspicious DDoS attacks and achieve the high throughput of legitimate packets by using a scheduling scheme without a set of binary filter rules in the intermediate routers where network
packets traverse? In this paper, we propose a method to mitigate the DDoS attack in the intermediate routers where network packets traverse. The proposed method uses prioritized scheduling scheme in a combined input-crosspoint buffered (CICB) switch. The scheduling scheme allows traffic to pass with different priority. Suspicious DDoS traffic will be delayed when being forwarded, therefore, reduces the transmission rate of suspicious packets and its damage to the end hosts.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a brief description of the pre-existing CICB switch with round-robin input and output arbitrations, and with prioritized priority. Section III presents the throughput performance of the CICB switch with prioritized priority. Section IV presents our conclusions.

2. COMBINED INPUT-CROSSPOINT BUFFED SWITCH WITH DIFFERENTIATED PRIORITIES

The CICB switch architecture follows the one presented in [13]-[16]. We consider that traffic is classified in two different classes in this paper. A buffered crossbar has \( N \) inputs and outputs. A crosspoint (CP) component would connect the input port \( i \) to the output port \( j \) in the buffered crossbar, it was defined as \( CB(i, j) \). There were \( 2N \) VOQs in each input. A VOQ in the input \( i \) would store cells in the output \( j \) of priority \( p \), where \( 0 \leq p \leq 1 \), is denoted as \( VOQ(i, j, p) \). Here, we consider that \( p = 0 \) is presented legitimate traffic and has higher priority, otherwise, \( p = 1 \) is presented suspicious DDoS traffic. The CP buffer of \( CB(i, j) \) was defined as \( CPB(i, j) \), and this is not prioritized. The size of \( CPB(i, j) \) is \( k \) cells, and \( k \leq 1 \).

There was a credit-based flow control mechanism in this CICB switch, the transfer would be confirmed before Input \( i \) sent cell to \( CPB(i, j) \). Each \( VOQ \) had a credit counter, and the number of this credit counter was the maximum value \( CPB(i, j) \) can store. So when the credit counter of \( VOQ \) was at its maximum, the input arbitration would regard this \( VOQ \) as unqualified to send to \( CPB(i, j) \). When \( VOQ(i, j) \) sent data to the corresponding \( CPB(i, j) \), the credit counter of this \( VOQ(i, j) \) would be added by one. When the cell of \( CPB(i, j) \) was sent out, the credit counter of \( VOQ(i, j) \) would be reduced by one.

An input arbiter at input \( i \) selects \( VOQ(i, j, p) \) among the eligible VOQs to send a cell to CPB for output \( j \) at buffered crossbar. An output arbiter at output port \( j \) in the buffered crossbar selects a \( CPB(i, j) \), among occupied CPBs from input \( i \), to send a cell to output \( j \). The eligibility of \( VOQs \) is determined by the flow control mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1.

This CICB switch has round-robin with strict priority for input and output arbitrations. In this input arbitration scheme, round-robin selection is performed among all queues of the highest priority. If there are no cells of the highest priority, round-robin is performed among the second highest priority. Output arbitration also considers round-robin with differentiated priorities to make starving cells with low priority.

This switch has dedicated crosspoint buffers, this is, \( VOQ(i, j, p) \) can access input row \( i \) and connect CPB of output \( j \), where each CPB could access through \( 2 VOQ(i, j) \) and the same input \( i \) and output \( j \). However, if the \( CPB(i, j) \) of corresponding input \( i \) and output \( j \) had no cell, the crosspoint buffer would enter idle.

Fig. 1 The CICB switch with differentiated priorities
3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance evaluations are produced through computer simulation. This section presents the performance evaluations of a $32 \times 32$ CICB switch with two priority traffics: legitimate and suspected attack, where class legitimate has higher priority than class attack. To analyze the adopted DDoS traffic models, we examine the performance of CICB with two classes under nonuniform prioritized traffic, using the unbalanced and diagonal traffic models. The simulation does not consider the segmentation and reassembly delays for variable size packets. Simulation results are obtained with a 95% confidence interval, not greater than 5% for the average cell delay.

3.1. Unbalanced Traffic

The unbalanced traffic model uses a probability, $w$, as the fraction of input load directed to a single predetermined output, while the rest of the input load is directed to all outputs with uniform distribution. Let us consider input port $i$, output port $j$, and the offered input load for each input port $i$. The traffic load from input port $i$ to output port $j$, $\rho_{i,j}$ is given by,

$$
\rho_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
\rho(w + 1 - w/N) & \text{if } i = j \\
\rho 1 - w/N & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

When $w = 0$, the offered traffic is uniform. On the other hand, when $w = 1$, it is completely directional, from input $i$ to output $j$, where $i = j$. This means that all traffic of input port $i$ is destined for only output port $j$, where $i = j$.

In this section, we compare the throughput and average delay performance between legitimate and attack traffics under unbalanced traffic with maximum allowable input load, $\rho_i = 1$. Fig. 2 shows the throughput of legitimate and suspected attack traffic with different proportions of legitimate and unbalanced distribution, when $w = 0.5$. This figure shows the legitimate traffic reaches higher throughput than suspected attack traffic under the complete range of $c$, when $w = 0.5$. The reason is that prioritized scheduling scheme allows traffic to pass with different priority.

In this section, we compare the throughput and average delay performance between legitimate and attack traffics under unbalanced traffic with maximum allowable input load, $\rho_i = 1$. Fig. 2 shows the throughput of legitimate and suspected attack traffic with different proportions of legitimate and unbalanced distribution, when $w = 0.5$. This figure shows the legitimate traffic reaches higher throughput than suspected attack traffic under the complete range of $c$.

3.2. Diagonal Traffic

The other nonuniform traffic pattern is diagonal traffic model, which is defined as $d\rho = d\rho_{i,j}$ for $j = i$, $(1 - d)\rho_i$ for $j = (i + 1) \mod N$, otherwise,
\[ \rho_{i,j} = 0, \text{ where } \rho_i \text{ is the load at input } i. \] This traffic model distributes the load of an input among two outputs only. The distribution is given by the diagonal degree probability, \( d \). Since the results under diagonal traffic are symmetric at \( d = 0.5 \), the following graphs show throughput results at \( 0 \leq d \leq 0.5 \).

Fig. 4 Average delay of legitimate and suspected attack traffic with different proportions of legitimate traffic and uniform distribution

Fig. 5 shows the throughput of legitimate and suspected attack traffic with diagonal distribution. The figure shows that legitimate traffic can achieve over 99% throughput, however, the suspected attack traffic has low throughput. Fig. 6 shows the throughput of legitimate and suspected attack traffic with different proportions of legitimate traffic and diagonal distribution, when \( d = 0.3 \). This figure also shows that legitimate traffic reaches high throughput under the complete range of \( c \). Suspicious DDoS attack traffic will be dropped by using the proposed prioritized approach in a CICB switch.

Fig. 6 Throughput of legitimate and suspected attack traffic with different proportions of legitimate traffic and diagonal distribution, \( d = 0.3 \)

Fig. 7 Average delay of legitimate and suspected attack traffic with different proportions of legitimate traffic and diagonal distribution under the complete range of \( c \), when \( d = 0.3 \). This figure shows the average delay of legitimate traffic is lower than that of suspected attack traffic under uniform distribution and the complete range of \( c \). This is because suspicious DDoS traffic will be delayed when being forwarded with lower priority by using prioritized scheduling scheme in a CICB switch.

Fig. 7 Average delay of legitimate and suspected attack traffic with different proportions of legitimate traffic and diagonal distribution, \( d = 0.3 \)

4. CONCLUSIONS

DDoS attack is a major threat to continuity of network services. The counter measures are mainly focused on end server side to block suspicious DDoS traffic. We propose in this paper a method to mitigate the DDoS attack in the intermediate routers where network packets traverse. The proposed method uses prioritized scheduling scheme in a combined input-crosspoint buffered switch. The scheduling scheme allows traffic to pass with different priority. Suspicious DDoS
traffic will be delayed when being forwarded, therefore, reduces the transmission rate of suspicious packets and its damage to the end hosts. Simulation results show that actual delay of suspicious DDoS packets with our proposed scheme is larger than that of legitimate packets. When a large amount of traffic overloads the switch, legitimate packets will not suffer from throughput degradation which DDoS packets are dropped for its low priority. We also refer to several methods of detecting DDoS traffic in network routers/switches that can work together with the proposed scheme to mitigate DDoS attack on the network path.
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